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COACHING MODEL

Affirm + 
Empower

“Looks like you’ve 
got a good start”

Ask + Listen

“What brings 
you in today?”

Ask 
Permission

“Would it be ok 
if we…?”

Gain 
Clarification

“Tell me more 
about…”

Co-Explore
Small Loops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coaching Model �When working with students, this model can be helpful in visualizing the concept of coaching them through.��The overarching theme in this model is to incorporate the practice of ‘co-exploring’ and ‘small loops’ as you ask and listen, ask permission of the student to offer input or a resource, gain clarification and affirm and empower them.��How to use the Coaching Model & Example�At the beginning of the meeting, be sure to get an idea of what their needs/wishes are:�-Begin your session with asking them ‘what brings them in’/’what would they like to discuss’�-After they tell you, that’s when the coaching model magic begins!�-This model is to assist you in with naturally incorporating elements that allow you and the student to co-explore and close small loops/work on chunks of an issue (see next 2 slides for definitions/description of co-explore and small loops).  Following is an example of how this might look:��“Thank you for sharing that with me, Janie (affirm).  I am glad you are here and seeking ways to move forward on your plans.  It sounds like you would like to… Am I hearing that correctly (gain clarification)?  Would it be okay if I show you a few tools that you can choose from that relate to your questions (ask permission)? Or What have you done so far in this area?  Tell me about that (gain clarification).  �You are in charge so where would you like to start?”�“What do you think about working together to come up with some ideas to help you move forward.  What do you think?” (incorporating co-exploring with asking permission).  �You will notice that in the sample conversation above, you are asking them 1) to identify where they would like to begin and 2) taking one issue/question/concern at a time.  This is the practice of incorporating the concept of ‘small loops’; working on ‘eating one hotdog at a time’ as opposed to eating them all at once�Motivational Interviewing with a Reluctant Student When working with a reluctant student, one who may not be ready, willing, or able to move towards resolution you will want to incorporate motivational interviewing strategies as you work through the Coaching Model.  Here are a few that work well:��-Ask Open-ended questions (see the Powerful Questions in Coaching & Advising attachment for ideas)�-Gauge the student’s level of readiness, willingness, and ability with scaling questions (see the Powerful Questions in Coaching & Advising attachment for ideas)�-Listen for levels of readiness, willingness, and ability in their change talk�*Examples: “I’m just not sure I can bring my grades up this semester”, “I don’t think I want this bad enough”, “I have to make some changes”, “I know I can do it”,  “I am ready to work”, “I messed up and now I want to move forward to fix this”���
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Co-Explore

 Offer resources, ideas, help in solving problems
 You don’t have to have all the right answers
 Learn with the student
 Ask questions & explore possible answers
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Presentation Notes
Co-Exploration puts the student in the driver’s seat.  When coaching a student, this concept allows you AND the student to learn together.  



Small Loops

 Less ‘dumping’ more listening
 Share small chunks of information at a time
 Invite student to:

 Absorb

 Ask questions

 Repeat information back to you
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This is Joey Chestnut (71 hotdogs) & Miko Sudo (31 hot dogs), the 2019 Hot Dog Contest Winners.�How do you suppose each of these winners became champs?  Would they have been successful eating all 71 or 31 hot dogs at one time?  Among their winning strategies is ‘eating 1 hot dog at a time’.This reminds me of the concept of Small Loops or providing resources and information in small ‘digestible’ pieces.  One way to do this is by offering the student no more than 3 options/resources at a time and then asking them which they would like to do.
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